**BallistiClot® 100**

**Injectable Hemostatic Slurry**

**Indications for Use:** For emergency external use as a sterile temporary treatment of ballistic or puncture wounds to achieve hemostasis in cases of moderate to severe bleeding.

- FDA K082601
- US Patents 8409629
  8609129

**Applications**
- Military
- Police
- EMS
- First Responders
- Surgery

**How it works:**
1. Place syringe tip in entry wound
2. Inject rapidly
3. Apply manual pressure
4. Clot forms rapidly
5. Bleeding stops

“...BallistiClot has unique hemostatic characteristics that have been successfully demonstrated to be efficacious to arrest arterial hemorrhage. The method to deliver this agent is very unique and has great application treating indirect wound track combat injuries.” Brad L. Bennett, PhD., FAWM, FACSM, CAPT MSC USN (RET.), Research Director, Deployment Medicine International

**BallistiClot® 100 Advantages**

- Stops bleeding rapidly
- Effective on small entry wounds
- Effective even with exit wounds
- Effective on indirect wound tracks
- No need to visualize bleeding source
- No wound enlargement required
- Effective on heparinized blood

- Stable clot
- Conforms to any wound shape
- Easily removed by standard irrigation & suction
- No additional debridement required
- Effective in any weather
- Non-exothermic
- 3 year sterile shelf life
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3.5 fl. oz / 100 cc